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Russian CliPS corpus 

- oral retellings of the Pear film (Chafe, 1980) 

- comparable speech samples with a clear story line  

- annotation on multiple levels 

  - lexical 

  - grammatical 

  - elementary discourse units 

  - interaction markers, pauses, laughter 

Current state of the Russian CliPS corpus 

Group 
Number of 
speakers 

Gender 
Mean 

age 
Age 

range 
SD 

Acoustic- mnestic 
aphasia 

10 
5 female,  

5 male 
51.3 40-68 9.4 

Dynamic aphasia 9 
5 female, 

4 male 
51.8 41-68 8.1 

Efferent 
motor 

aphasia 
10 

3 female, 

7 male 
48.6 30-57 8.0 

Sensory aphasia 10 
4 female, 

6 male 
59.3 33-81 8.1 

RHD 5 
2 female, 

3 male 
50 41-56 12.3 

Brain  
damage (total) 

44 
19 female, 

25 male 
52.8 30-81 10.4 

Healthy 22 
11 female, 

11 male 
58 25-84 13.9 

Markers of word-finding difficulties 

- Only noun production difficulties; verb production difficulties cannot 

be clearly distinguished from problems with planning of an utterance 

content or structure (Kibrik & Podlesskaya, 2009, pp. 187–188)  

  

-  self-corrections (apples, no, pears), 

-  false starts (p= pears) 

-  discourse markers (what’s the word; let’s call it)  

Aphasia 

 - acquired language impairment resulting from brain  damage to the 

language-dominant hemisphere (usually left; Dronkers and Baldo, 2010). 

-  With non-fluent speech output: efferent motor, dynamic 

-  With fluent speech output: sensory, acoustic-mnestic 

Introduction 

The concept of a language norm is a complex one, especially when it 

comes to spoken discourse. Word-finding problems, disfluencies, 

speech failures and even grammatical errors occur in spontaneous 

speech and are in fact its distinct     markers which help in the           or-

ganization of discourse. However, when it comes to analyzing      dis-

course by people with various speech pathologies, it is important to 

make a distinction between healthy and impaired language output. 

We propose a qualitative analysis of word-finding difficulty markers in 

the speech of neurologically healthy Russian speakers and people with 

different types of aphasia.  

Subset of Russian CliPS used for analysis 

Number of texts Group 

Non-
fluent  

Dynamic aphasia 3 

Efferent motor aphasia 6 

Fluent 
Acoustic- mnestic aphasia 3 

Sensory aphasia 5 

Healthy  10 

Qualitative analysis 

1.Difficulties on sound form level 

2.Difficulties on lexical-semantic and discourse-pragmatic levels 

2a. Choice between two correct nominations (for example, more and less 

specific nomination) 

 

 

 

 

2b. Verbal paraphasias (choosing a wrong word from the same semantic 

field) 

 

там тв= твари= как_его товарища угостил 
tam tv= tvari= kak_yego tovarischa ugostil 
there cm= cmra= what’s_the_

word 
comrade gave_him_

a_treat 
  (comrade) (comrade)       

Но мальчи= Дети все едят 
No malchi= Deti vsyo edyat 
But bo= (boys) children everything eat 

пасстанчик эта уносит овощи ой фрукты 
patsanchik eto unosit ovoshi oj frukty 
guy this carries_out vegetables oops fruit 
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Analysis of referent nominations 

Disfluencies while naming 12 referents, means 

Speakers 
with aphasia 

Healthy 
speakers 

 

failure to elicit the noun  0,18 0 

phonological level  
false-start(s) 1,88 0,4 

phonological paraphasia 0,29 0 

semantic level  
renomination 0,35 0,6 

verbal parapasia 0,76 0 






